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Foreword 

As a result of instructions from GEN Franks. Besson, Jr., Commanding 
General, u. s. Army Materiel Command (AMC), that steps be taken to present 
a research program covering the total mobility problem involved in develop-
ment of vehicle concepts for remote-area operation on low strength soil, a 
group of mobility, soil, and terrain evaluation specialists of AMC and the 
u. s. Army Corps of Engineers, together with associated consultants, met 
at the u. s. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) during the 
period 21-25 September 1964 to conduct such a study. The results of this 
study were presented in Miscellaneous Paper No. 4-702 entitled "Vicksburg 
Mobility Exercise A: Vehicle Analysis for Remote-Area Operation." 

After the test beds proposed in the above-mentioned study were 
fabricated and delivered, a second meeting of the group was held at the WES 
during the period 8-10 February 1967 to design and implement an agreed-upon 
field program for testing the three vehicle test beds. The results of this 
meeting, together with a list of at~endees, are reported herein. 

The draft of this report was prepared by the members of the three 
working groups on loading equality, site selection, and test procedures 
under the general directions of Messrs. w. G. Shockley ands. J. Knight, 
Chief and Assistant Chief, respectively, of the Mobility and Environmental 
Division, and under the direct supervision of Mr. A. A. Rula, Chief, Vehicle 
Studies Branch. ·Mr. Rula was responsible for preparation of the final 
report. 

COL John R. Oswalt, Jr., was Director of WES at the time of the sec-
ond meeting and during the preparation of this report. Mr. J. B. Tiffany 
was Technical Director. 
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REPOR'l' OF SECOilD lvlli!!:'l'D!G 
VICKS!3UHG MOEILI'l'Y r;n:HCISE A 
DESIG!~ OF FIELD TES'f PROGRAM 

(8-10 February 1967, Vicksbure, Mississippi) 

1. It has been proposed that mobility can be considered as rate of 

transport of n1ateri~L In terms of payload delivered, this can be expressed 

in ton-miles per hour. In remote areas of the world, and more particularly 

in those areas where soft soils a.bou."ld, movement of a vehicle may be im-

po.ired seriously even thouBh the vehicle may not be boc;ged down. Where 

solid footing is present, obstructions may lengthen paths of travel or 

surface inicroroughness may limit vehicle speeds. On road, such factors as 

tires, tracks, suspensions, power, et al. can produce varied results in 

mobility. 

2. Oue may accept th~ fact that a ground vehicle can be built to 

traverse extremely soft soils. Such a vehicle, however, becomes so encum-

bered with flotation and traction devices that its payload capacity is 

seriou3ly limited. On road, such a vehicle has too little value in 

competing with road-bound designs. 

3. It is known that vehicle performance charncterjstics can be 

brought into brtlance vit:1 penalties induced by the character of the terrain 

when necessary by making preparations such as roads. I~ is postulated that 

discernible laws tie these factors of perforrne.nce, penalties, and preparation 

into a mobility equation whereby the influence of any of these three can be 

analyzed in ter1ils of nobility to be achieved. 



11. Motivated by this reasonine, General F. S. Besson, Jr., Commanding 

General, U. S. Army Muteriel Comr.mrid, directed that experiments be conducted 
Jt/tf> 

to detect the nature of these laws. In the period 21-25 September *'967, 

a gr?up of experts met at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways J~xperiment 

Station (WES), Vicksburz, Mississippi, for the purpose of desic,ning such 

an experiment. During this period of intensive study, si5nificant remote 

areas were !;elected and described, vehicle concepts (test beds) suited to 

the experiment were desiened, and a. test pro(;ram to accor11plish the experi-

ment was outlined (see Miscelle.neous Pnper no. 11-702, ''Vicksburg Mobility 

Exercise A, Vehicle Analysis for Remote-Arca Operations,,. Februnry 1965). 

5. Three test beds were proposed by this study, all 2-1/2-ton carriers, 

two mounted on Terra tires and one on tracks. Of the two vehicles with 

tires, one (lOxlO) has a two-unit articuleted conficuration and the other 

(8x8) a three-unit articulated configuration. ~11e tracked vehicle has a 

two-unit articulated confieuration. In the course of Vicksbur2: Mobility 

Exercise A (hereinafter referred to as VEXA) it was agreed to place these 

test beds in cor.ipetition with three standard military vehicles, namely, 

the Ml35, the XM410, and the ~.Ul3, and to do so on courses (about five) 

on soils rangine from very soft to hard and on a paved surface, measuring 

some conventional vehicle characteristics but focusin3 upon the mobility 

(ton-miles per hour) performance parameters over these courses. 

6. The three test beds have been fabricated and delivered to the 

contracting officer of the U. S. Army Tank·-Automot:ive Command (ATAC) at 

Houghton, Michigan. 
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7. A second meetinG of a group of rnol>ility, soil, and terrain evalua-

tion specialists of the U. S. Army Materiel Command (AMC) and the U. S. 

Army Corps of Engineers, together with associated. consultants, WflS held 

at W~S 8-10 February 1967 to desjgn and implement an agreed-upon field 

pro3ram for testing the three vehicle test beds. A list of attendees 

is c;i ven in Incl 1. The r.ieeting ae;enda is presented in Incl 2. 

8. Mr. Ph:ilippe opened the meeting by stating that its purpose was 

to design experiments for field testing the A.>1C test beds. He said that 

costs for the field-testing program estir.iated at the first meeting of 

Vicksburg Exercise A were used in programminc; funds. FY 67 fundr, in the 

amount of $500,000 will be allocated on 15 Februory 1967; the amount is 

not to be exceeded. 

9. A request was made for a restatement of the original purpose of 

Vicksburg Exercise A. Mr. Philippe emphasized that the intent is not to 

test vehicles per se but to test a new mobil:i.ty concept using rate of 

delivery in terms of ton-miles per hour as a performance parameter. The 

test program should first provide sufficient data to permit the development 

of relations which show the effect of soil strent;th, including pavement, 

on rate of transport over level surfaces. The program should also provide 

for testing the vehicles on courses which will include slopes, obstacles, 

etc., so as to permit the evaluation of analytical models for predicting 

transportability. Mr. Philippe's first testing requirement is illustrated 
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in the following di~ram. The effects of other terrain factors can also 

be evaluated by similar relations. 

·----·--f- -~---1----- --
0 5 15 100 300+ PVT 

Soil Strength (RCI) 

Mr. Philippe pointed out that the illustration indicates the penalty that 

one pays while operating on surfaces having different strengths. The AMC 

test beds will begin to operate in much softer soil conditions than do current 

military vehicles; however, their rate of transport will probably not continue 

to increase (and may even decrease) beyond a certain soil strength. The 

more conventional vehicles, on the other hand, require a hieher soil strength 

to beGin operation, but with increase in soil strength, their transport 

capability ~ill reach and ultimately exceed that of the less conventional 

vehicles. 

10. Mr. Philippe also requested that in the test plans there be 

included a very modest preliminary test program which would at least provide 

crude information as to which of the AMC test beds may provide the best soft-

soil performance and a relative evaluation as to how riuch better the perfor-

mnncc is when compared to that of the t.1113 tracked personnel carrier. 
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11. Mr. Shockley presented a r~sum~ of the re:rnlts of the first 

VEXA meeting held at WES in September 196li. He stated that in deliberations 

of measures of off-road effectiveness, several fundamental realizations 

had emere;ed which were used in establishine the framework for the exercise, 

as follows: 

a. No single vehicle can be conceived that will provide effective 

mobility in e.11 ranges of ground conditions from the softest soils to the 

highway. 

b. A vehicle designed to meet a c;iven set of ground conditions 

will suffer penal.ties when opera.tine; on another set of conditions. 

c. The Army should have the minimum number of sets of vehicles 

to meet all operating problems. 

d. This apparent dilemma is met in civil life by full preparation 

of roads, hignways, railroads, and airfields. Various degrees of preparation 

are also utilized in military operations. 

12. The general purpose of the first VEXA meeting was to consider 

quantitatively the various elements of the entire mobility problem and to 

suggest an approach to achieve at least a substantial degree of solution. 

The principal specific purpose was to design a number of vehicle test bed 

concepts tnat would·operate in remote areas of the world where extreme 

soft-soil conditions predominate and to develop a test program for these 

vehicles. To achieve the purpose it was necessary to consider soil 

characteristics, design of vehicle concepts, and testing. 

13. The participants in V1~XA established the requirements for three 

test beds, an 8x8 wheeled concept, a lOxlO wheeled concept, and a tracked 

concept, and designed tests to evaluate the test beds. 
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11,. •rwo test procrnms were dcsiened, a basic program which would 

establish whether or not the test beds met the design requirements, and 

a supplemental test procra•n which w01.tld include terro.i.n factors in addition 

to soil strength in such a manner that terrain-vehicle relations could be 

developed in accordance with a first··Generation analytical model for predicting 

the speed performance of vehicles operating in the off-road environment. 

15. Mr. Rogers, of Clark Equipment Co., which built the AMC test 

beds, presented information on their design, fabrication, and status. The 

minimum vehicle weights specified in the contract were exceeded because 

so much weight is in the stondard power train components. About 20 percent 

(2500 lb) of the vehicle weight is used in providing the necessary structural 

requirements and 80 percent of the vehicle weight is in the engine, drive-

.train, and traction elements, which are commercial items with substantially 

fixed weights. After it was apparent that steel would greatly exceed the 

weight limitations, the structural elements of the vehicles were redesigned 

using aluminum. The tire rims presented a problem, and special rims had to 

be built. Because of the nonavailability of the 53x37 tire specified for 

the 8x8 vehicle, a 48x31 tire was substituted. The power is provided by 

Chrysler industrial Gasoline engines. Weight was reduced by using the 

lightest gears possible; tire tread was reduced to a minimum; and a lieht-

veight cab was fabricated. The frame structure is box type. The load deck 

consists of expanded metal, and it will not support concentrated loads. 

The hydraulic control system o~ the 8x8 test bed presented some problems 

because of the length of hydraulic lines and operation at lo~ temperatures. 
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TemJ:>erature compcnsa.tors have been adapted to keep the hydrnulic syster.-1 

operational in cold weather. The hydraulic syste111 is similar on all three 

vehicles. The vehicles are somewhat difficult to service because so much 

"plumbing" is built arow1d the engines. To obtain rnaximur.1 performance, 

trained operators are required since there is a seq_uence the.t must be 

foll.owed to obtain proper performance. Clark Equipment Co. will service 

the test beds for the next l.?. months, and as experience is gained, will 

recommend changes should they be necessary to facilitate servicing of the 

vehicles. The vehicles have been shipped to Houehton, Michigan, for 

shakedo~~ tests to be completed by 26 February 1967. 

1.6. Mr. Rogers presented a 16-r:t.rn movie film Md slides of the operation 

of the test beds over a 30-in.-high obstacle and several snow-covered fields. 

He said that the ability of the vehicles to negotiate 30-in.-high obstacles 

vas dependent upon the skill of the driver. No difference in vehicle per-

formance was noted in their operational runs except that the tracked vehicle 

could ~ot negotiate steep slopes covered with snow or $Oft mud. 

17. Severul questions were asked pertaining to vehicle characteristics 

and development. Pertinent questions and answers are presented below. 

a. What is the vehicle speed? -- The engines are governed at 

3000 rpm. "At 3000 rpm the 8x8 will travel 28 mph on a hard, level surface. 

The governors can be adjusted to permit a top speed of 40 mph. Surface 

roughness will probably be the primary factor controlling speed on firm 

surfaces. 

b. What is the turning radius? -- A crude test was made and the 

turning radius of the 8x8 is about 30 ft. 
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c. Is information available on wheel loads? -- No, only the 

vehicle weight, including fuel and lubricants (wet weight), as follows: 

8x8, 14,200 lb; lOxlO, 12,l~oo lb; tracked, 111,200 lb. 

d. Could the weights of the vehicles be reduced substantially 

if funds were available to make a wholesale attack on reducing the weights 

of component parts? -- It is possible but not practical. The- cost would 

be fantastic because of the exotic theoretical studies and components 

req_uired. 

e. What is the test bed payload? -- Payload for all test beds 

is 5,000 lb. 

18. :.1r. Rula presented a basic test plan prepared by WES for testing 

the AJ.!C test beds and three conventional military vehicles for comparative 

evaluation. His presentation included the purpose, scope, vehicles to be 

tested, types of tests to be conducted, test lane rc1uir0ments for soil 

a11d obstacle tests, iocation and selection of test areas, ond ~~ outline 

of specific test plnns, including pro:-;rmn costs. The soil streneth ran~es 

required for the vehicles to be tested and the type of tests to be conducted 

are sur.:r:iarized in table l; J.ccr"tion r.ncl dcs~ription of sue.zested test areas 

are Given in table 2; a.11d f'Jl outline for the :proposed bnsic test plan is 

ei ven in table 3. !·1r. Ruln state it the purpose of the basic and :mpplerr.ental 

test prograr.ts. 'l'he purpose of the hMic test proi;rnm is to evnl.unt~ the 

methods of design employed to specify char~ctcristics of wheeled and 

tracked venicle trnction conp)nents that would yield the desired soft-soil 

and obst~cle performance, a!ld to compare the performance of the test beds 
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with that of o.p}Jroximatcly comparable conventional military vehicles on 

smooth, level surfaces. 'fhc purpose of the supplemental test program is 

to develop pertinent vehi cle-terrnin reln.tions as required in the ap'9li-

cation of t.hc anal:vtical r.iodel for predicting vehicle performance in terms 
: 

of speed. 

19. Mr. Stinson presented a supplemental test plan proposed by WEG 

for testine: the Al'iC test beds and three conventional mili tnry vehicles. 

He stated that an exprer-:sion for total mobility in the form of an analytical 

model for predicting cross-country vehicle performance is available and 

that substantial progress has been made since the first vgxA meeting and 

an operational first generation computer model is now available. The types 

of tests required to develop soil, obstacle-vehicle relations required as 

model inputs were presented and each was discussed in ~erms of purpose, 

scope, test site requirements, data to be collected, test procedures, and 

cost. Included were acceleration-rolling and acceleratj on-brakine; tests, 

determination of maneuver-soil strength relations, effects of vet-surface 

soil condition on traction performance, maximum traction perfornance evalua-

tion tests on hard surface, performance evaluation tests on vertical obstacles, 

o.nd performance evaluation tests in lateral obstacles. An outline for the 

WES supplerr~ntal test plan is given in table 4. 

20. Following the presentation of the basic and supplemental test plans 

proposed by WES, Mr. Philippe asked for discussion on the concepts and 

philosophy underlying the test plans. He initiated the discussion by stating 

that he had no feel for the correlation between the two test plans. Most of 
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the discussion which follo;rcd was focused on the merits and der.ierits of 

model testint; includine procedures and input requirements. For clarification 

the purpooe of the test plans was restated. Briefly, the basic program was 

desi?ned to evaluate the performance ·of the test beds in soft terrains end 

to compare the performance of the test bccJ.s with that of approximately 

comparable conventional military vehicles. These tests would also furnish 

starting points for the relations sour,ht in the supplemental test program. 

T"nc supplemental pror,ram would furnish empirical relations by which to 

compare the test beds and conventional vehicles throughout a ronge of soil 

and obstacle conditions. Also the supplemental program would provide input 

to the model from which a mobility prediction in ter11ts of speed could be 

made for point A to B. Proof tests would be used for model verification. 

21. Mr. Philippe stated that the principal objective of the test 

pror,ra.rn should be to· develop the information from which to compute the 

penalty paid (in terms of ton-miles per hour) to eet performance on soft 

soil, and he asked that the discussion be focused on structuring a test 

program with which the participants could agree. Following the discussion, 

a four-phase program was outlined by Mr. Philippe in addition to the 

preliminary test program described in paragraph 10. The four-phase 

progra.~ in order of priority was identified as follows: 

Phase I: Establish the relations between soil strength and cargo 

delivery (in ton-miles/hour) for the entire spectrum of soil strengths, 

from the immobilization poi.nt of each test bed (3) and military vehicle (3) 

to a hard-surface road. An essential condition is that no terrain factors 

other than soil strength be considered. 
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Phase II: Establish the enc;ineering perfornnnce chn.racteristics 

of the test beds and r.1il.itary tent vdliclcs, in conjunction with Phase I 

over the full strensth ranr,e of soili:; ,and dct~rmine e:;sential terrain-

vehicle relations, including acceleration and decelern.tion, Maneuverability, 

clrawbar pull-:;li p-st rc11r;th relations, motion resist a.nee, anc! VCI. 

Phase III: Refi.ne or improve thoce terrain-vehicle relations which 

can be predicted or described with the lenst reliability by the existin8 

cro::;::;·-country speed pcrfor:nance model, w:i th special empha5is on the clynanic 

response of the machines to vertical obst~cles (i.e. ground rouehness), and 

soil slipperiness-traction relation!;. An a.'1cilla.ry objccti ve is to update 

the cross-country speed prediction model. 

Phase IV: •rest the capability of the upclrited cross-cotL"ltry speed 

prediction model to reliably predict the cross-coW1tr:r speed perforn:nnce 

of the test beds and military test vehicle:;. This -phase will incorporate 

an evaluation of the possible degradntion of prediction accuracy as a 

result of terrain input derived by air-photo interpretation as opposed 

to field measurement of appropriate terrain parameters. 

22. The WES, M·1C, and U. S. Arrzy Corps of Engineers personnel nnd 

the consultants were assigned to four working croups on 8 February to 

consider the important elements of the testing program ond develop the 

necessary guidelines from which detailed test plans could be prepared at 

a lat.er dat·e. ·These groups were as follows: 

a. ~xecutiv~. Tnis group, char~ed with coordinating the 

activities of the other working groups, was compor;ed of Messrs. R. R. 

Philippe (Chairman), W. G. Shockley, end R. c. Kerr. 
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b. _t..oadili13.....£5@~l_ity. This t;roup was assigned the responsibility 

for considerinc the incqunlities of empt:r weisht rullong the test beds end. 

the mj.litary test vehicles and to recor:ur1cnd loading procedures which would 

be conducive to comparative analysis at the completion of the tests. It 

vas composed of Messrs. n. A. Liston (Chairman), i3ruce nocers, A. J. Green, 

and ~·T. P. GreGory. 

c. Site sclecti_2..1l· · This c;roup was assigned the responsibility for 

recozmncnding actual test sites selected to r,i ve the range of soil stren3th 

values dei;ired in the experirnent ana. for desit;nating time of acce:>sibili ty 

(including weather and senson cons:i aerations) nnd other related factors 

havine influence on the testing i;chedule. This group was composed of 

Messrs. S. J. Knight (Chai~an), ~. S. Rush, J. L. Smith, B. O. Benn, and 

M. V. Kre:ipke. 

d. ,.e~~du~. '!'he responsibility of this group was to 

establish test procedures coz1patible with si tc selection in sufficient 

detail. to provide guidance to both WES and J~and Loconotion Laborator-.f (LLL) 

to proceed with planning the test program in intimate detail. This grqup 

vas composed of Messrs. A. A. Rula. (Chairrm.n), B. G. Stinson, W. F:. Grabau, 

R. G. Ahlvin, P. F. Carlton, J.P. Sale, C. J. Huttall, Jr., and B. G. 

Schreiner, ond Dr. D. R. Freitag. 

23. The working groups reconvened on 10 February to report on the 

results of their deliberations and to integrate the results. Each working 

group chairman presented a brief summar; of his group's efforts as follows: 

a. Loading ~quality. Mr. Liston reported that this group had 

considered the following items pertinent to the test program: 
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{l) EstimntinG payload for test purposes 

{2) Estimutinc axle and trac1~ loads 

{3) Considcrinr, the feasibility of testinG at payloads in 

excess of design 

{l:) Estimating cost of additional tires £1.nd wheels if testing 

the wheeled vehicles with the se.me sized tires was desirable 

Toe group had decided that although the weights of all three test beds 

were fo excess of the target curb weic;ht of 10 ,000 lb, the vehicles should 

be tested at the rnted payload of 5 ,000 lb. It wc.s also noted that the 

test beds could be tested at the target eross weight of 15 ,000 lb if such 

tests were desirable. For the approximate axle nnd track loads to be 

computed for the 5,000-lb payload, it was assumed that the load-carrying 

unit would be uniformly loaded if the following axle or track loads were 

used. 

Unit 

Front 25.8 
Rear 

Front 22.5 
Middle 
Rear 

Front 22.4 
Rear 

Load/Unit 
lb -----

7600 
9800 

3500 
10100 

5600 

8515 
10715 

* Maxiu:um speed of Ii mph 
** Maximur.t speed of 30 mph 

Load/Axle 
or Track 

lb 

lOxlO 
3800 
3300 
.~x~ 

3500 
5050 
5600 

!_rack 
4258 
5358 
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Manufacturer's 
Recommended Inflation 

~..!:...Contact J:~~ure, _nsi 
Qff road* On _road** 

3 6 
3 6 

3 6 
3 6 
3 6 

2.32 2.32 
2.li1 2.41 



The a~ouat of overload permissible for operatin[; on hir,h-strength soils was 

discussed. It w~s deciued that the overload limit should not exceed 100% of 

the payload and t!1at overload testing, if de::;ired, should be C.efcrred until 

after the manufacturer's warranty had cx:>irec. If it becomes necessm-y to 

test' the wheeled test 'Leds wjth a corunon tire size, a.C.di tiono.l ti.res and 

wheels cnn be purchased at an estir.ated cost of $900 per wheel. It wa.s 

recommended that 10 wheels and tires be purchasec to avoid tire switching 

during testing if suci1 tests 'become desirable. 

b. ~!_~e sel!!ctioq_. Mr. Knight pre:::;ented the report prepnred 

by ti1e site selection working grou·p. He stated thnt the purpose of the 

e;roup was to chooce general test sites' that were responsive to the test 

requirements estnblishccl by ·the working group on test procedures. A prir.w._ry 

consideration in the selection process was proxir:iit~' of the test sites to 

Vicksburg, Mississippi, for reasons of economy and effkienc:r. J\n equally 

important factor wns that the sites selected be the sa.T"\e general soil types 

(prefer:ably CH) for technical reasons. 

Based on the experience of personnel who have been cngased. 

in rnobili ty a."'ld envi ronr.ienta.l field testing over the last several years 

and on the results of reconnaissance r.iade recentl;r in the !!iississippi River 

Delta area,- the sites shown in table 5 were selected .. Because both the 

accessHdli ty and the soil strength at some of these sites vary with the 

season of the year, and ~articularly with river or reservoir stazes, it 

was necessary to estimate those months of the year in which testing was 

feasible. 
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c. .~ch_ed).!_l_e of -~~ti.!!f.c· In n joint mcetinr, of the test proce-

dures and site selection workinc; ~roups, a tentative schedule of testine 

was established ns follow;,: 

'i1ir11e 

111-2~ Ji'eb 67 

27 Feb - 13 Har 67 

Sno..., tests nt Houchton, Mich. Begin purchase of 
instrwnentati on. 
Test beds en route to Vicksbure. 

lli J.lar - 15 May 67 Install instrumentr.tion in test beds. Reconnaissance. 
15 Apr - 10 May 

15-31 May 6'( 

1 Jun - 15 Jul 

67 

67 

Test first test bed and 14113, Ml35, and XM410 
on pavement, CI = 300 and CI = 80. Reconnnissvnce. 
Test second and third test bed on pavement, CI = 300 
and CI = 80. Reconnaissance. 
'l'est all vehicles: rnaneuver, drawbnr pull - slip, 
motion resistance on CI = 300 and CI = 80. 
Reconnaissance. 

15 Jul - 31 Aug 67 Test all vehicles: lateral obstacles and slipperi-
ness. Reconnaissance. 

1 Sep - ?? Test pertinent vehicles on CI = 5, 10, 20, and 40. 

Attention was directed toward the frequent occurrence of the 

work "reconnaissance" in the above table. To ensure efficient and continuous 

operation of the whole test progrrun, it will be necessar.r to conduct an 

almost continuous reconnaissance program to locate and stake out the 

required test locations before becinning the specific tests. 

d. ~est proce~~· Mr. Rula reported the accomplishments of the 

test procedures working sroup. He stated that this group considered the 

agreed-upon objectives of each phase of the test program, outlined the 

kind of relations to be sought to meet the objectives, test conditions 

required for the various types of tests, size of test area re~uired, and 

total number of tests required for each type of test, and pre~ared a list 
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of considerations for each type of test. The wor}:inc group prepared a cost 

estimate for en.ch phase of the t~st protiram and a tentative field test.ing 

schedule. All the above-mentioned r:iaterial {Incl 3) was distributed to 

the nttendees and sufficient time was allotted for theM to review t~e 

contents. 

21i. Mr. Philippe concluded the meetine by expressing appreciation to 

all the participants for their efforts. He asked that no formal report be 

prepared on the meeting but that a document be prepared surr.marizine the 

proceedings. The approved minutes will be used to develop detailed test 

plans. 
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Table 1. Soil Strength (RCI) Ranees Required 

Type of Test 

Go - No Go 
Test Ra.ru:;s_ Maneuver Drawbar Pull 

Vehicle Vcr50 VCI1 Vcr50 VCI1 1-·Pass 1-Pass -- --- ------
Experimc_ntal 

8x8 wheeled test bed 25 7 20-30 5-10 5-l5 20-80 

lOxlO wheeled test bed 25 7 20-30 5-10 5-l5 20-80 

Articulated tracked 25 7 20-30 5-10 5-J5 20-80 
test bed 

Military 
M35 truck 57 28* 50-60 25-35 25-30 50-120 

XM410 truck 34 17* 30-llO 15-25 15-25 40-100 

Mll3 personnel 
carrier ll8 24* 115-55 20-30 20-30 50-120 

* Assumed to be 50 percent of vcr50 for fine-grained soils. 
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Table 2. Location and Description of SuGeested Test Areas 

' 6- to 12-in. RCI Terrain '!'yoe Test Perio,g_ Soil Tyne Location Remarks 

Vicinity of Vicksburg 
East of Miss. River 

West of Miss. River 

floodplain 
pasturelands-

Floodplain 
pasturelands 

Vicinity of Vicksburg Marsh 

Grenada Lake 
Grenada, Miss. 

Louisiana Gulf 
Coast 

Marsh 

Feb-Apr 

Feb-Apr 

Aug-Dec 

Oct-Dec 

Aug-Feb 

40-150 

60-150 

5-60 

10-80 

5-50 

ML,CL 

CH 

CH 

ML,CL 

CH,OH,ML, 
Pt,CL 

Large areas of uniform 
strer.gth not available 

Backwater area 

Watercraft will be required 
to obtain access to o.reas 
a.'ld in support of test 
program. Several locations 
will be required to obtain 
the strength ra.~ee indicate 



Table 3. Outline for Proposed WES Basic Test Plan 

Soil-Vehicle Tests 

Item Estimated Estimated 
~ 
1 

___ f-\!!:P.2~-- ---~2ope ________ No. of Tes~ __ <l_osts 

2 

3 

Deter~ine experimentally 
'the VCI for 1 and 
50 passes 

Determine experimentally 
maximum speed vehicle 
can maintain at VCI1 

Determine experimentally 
the minimum 1-pass soil 
streneth required to 
maneuver 

Detemmine experimentally 
1-pass drawbar pull-slip 
and drawbar pull, motion 
resistance-strength 
relations 

1 Determine experimentally 
obstacle height negotia-
ble 

*Military vehicle test cost. 

Conduct approximately 
12 self-propelled tests 
with each vehicle at 
slow speeds in fine-
grained soils at RCI 
range of 5-30 
Conduct approximately 
l; self-propelled tests 
with each vehicle at 
maximum maintainable 
speed in fine-grained 
soils at RCI range 
5-15 

ConC!uct approximately 
11 self-propelled tests 
with each vehicle at 
slow speeds in fine-
grained soils at RCI 
range 5-15 

Conduct drawbar pull-
slip tests with each 
vehicle at slow wheel 
or track speed in fine-
grained soils at three 
strength levels within 
20-8- RCI range 

36 

12 

9 

9 

Subtotal 

Conduct approxiw~tely 3 
tests with e~ch vehicle, 
starting wjth the front 
wheels or tracks in con-
tact with the step height 
face. The step-shaped ob~ 
stacle will be constructed 
on a firn surface. Passage 
will be at creep speed. 
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9 

$ 116,400 
(31,900) 

7,400 
( 7 ,1100) 

7,400 
(7,400) 

·37,000 
(37,000) 

$ 98,200 
(83,700) 

5,200 
(3,700) 



Item 
fu?..:_. 

2 

Table 3 (continued) 

_____ bi_r..£.Q.S_c _________ _ 

Determine experimentally 
fording depth 

Scope 

Conduct test in a con-
crete tank a.t approxi-
mately 11-ft vo.ter depth 

Estimated Estimated 
No. o~ te_s_t_!. _£o_sE_ 

9 $ 1,400 
(1,400)* 

------·---
Subtptal $ p.600 

(5,iOO) 

Total Test Bed Vehicle Test Program Cost $1011,800 

Total Military Vehicle Test Program Cost ___ 88&0..Q_ 

Grand Total $193,600 

*Military vehicle test cost. 

Note: Support costs do not include cost of water-borne equipment 
for testing on Gulf Coast islands. 
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Item 
No. 

l 

2 

3 

l 

Table 4. Outline of Propo:;ed WES Supplemental Test Plan 

---~-1.!ryos_~---------

Determine velocity, time-
soil strenGth relations 
vhen accelerating or 
braking 

Determine speed, ma.~euvcr
soil strength relations 

Determine the effects.of 
weak surface soil layers 
overlying firm soils on 
traction performance 

Determine maximum force-. ' speed relations on paved 
l?Urface 

. Scop~---
Estimated gstimated 

_ N~._Q£ T~st_~ __ 9.s>.:!.~--

Conduct about 3 tests 72 
with each vehicle in 
soils vith CI strength 
range 10-15, 25-30, 
50-60, 130-160, and 
400-500. 

The 6 vehicles vill be 180 
tested on soils with a 
CI range of 10-20, 50-60, 
end 130-160, and at 7 
spe<:>ds ranging from 2 
to 30 mph 

Conduct tests with 6 
vehicles on 2 soil 
tyr~s having two 
different mass soil 
strengths and a dry 
end a wet surface. 

Conduct tests vith 6 
vehicles in all gears 
at full throttle and ' 
at maximum velocity apply 
incremental loads until 
vehicle stalls 

6 

Subtotal 

$ 10,000 
(10,000)* 

$ 20,000 
(20,000) 

$ 4,100 
(4,100) 

$ 2,000 
(2,000) 

$ 36,100 
(36,100) 

Obs~~-Vehicle Tests 

Detennine vehicle speed-
obstacle height and 
energy required-
obstacle height relations 

Tests will be run with 
6 vehicles over circu-
lar obstacles (logs} at 
heights of 4, 6, 8, 10, 
12, 211, 28, and 30 in. 
vith vehicle speeds 
ranging from 2 mph to 
the maximum speed the 
driver considers safe. 

192 $ 15,000 
(15,000) 

* Military vehicle test cost 
21 
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Table !1 (Continued) 

Item Estimated }~stirr.ated 

No. ______ K\!r.J!.o_se ----·----·- __ ~~..O..PL ______ Ilq__~J_ests __ co~1;.~-

2 To dctcrmin0 the effects 
of obstacle spacing on 
vehicle rnw1euverability 

Conduct tests with 
6 vehicles in areas 
havinr, approximately 
th~ SW'le mass soil 
strene;th but 3 
different obstacle 
spa.cincs 

Subtotal 

36 

Total test bed vehicle test pror.ra.r.1 cost 
Total niili tary vehicle test pro[;ra.m ·cost 

. 
Grand total 

* Military vehicle test cost 
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$ 20,000 
(20,000)* 

$ 35,000 
. ( 35 ,000) 

$ 71,000 
71,000 



Table 5. Site Selection 

Rating No. of Min. Suggested 
Cone 20-Ft-Wide Length Dimensions~·: Probable Location 

Index Lanes .lr.!.L (Ft) Locations:':~·: Priori tyM:1: 

Quick and Dirty, and Refinements Phases (Except Maneuve1• Tests) 

5 18 300 360 x 300 1, 2 2(1), 1(2) 
10 24 300 480 x 300 1, 2, 3, 4 2(1), 3(2), 4(3), l( ti) 
20 35 400 700 x 400 l, 2, 3, 4 2(1), 3(2), t~( 3). 1(4) 
40 36 500 720 x 500 l, 2, 3, 4 2(1), 3(2), 4(3), 1(4) 
80 36 1000 720 x 1000 4, 10 lO(l), 4(2) 

300+ 3 5280 60 x 5280 5, 6, 7 6(1), 7(2), 5(3) 
Pavement 1 5280 20 x 5280 6 6(1) 

Maneuver Tests (All ·400 ft by llOO ft) 

10-15 3 1200 x 400 l, 2. 3, 4 Same as above 
40 6 1200 x 800 1, 2. 3, 4 Same as above 

300+ l 400 x 400 2, 8 2(1), 8(2) 

Relationships Phase 

10 

Verification Phase 

8, 9 

NOTE: Locations with RCI's 5 through 40 available only· from Aueust to February. 
* Smooth, level, fine-grained soils. ** Number is test location number. 

*1:1: Number in parent.heses is test location 
List of Locations 

1. Louisiana Gulf Coast 
2. Centennial Lake · 
3. Parker's Farm 
4. Grenada and Sardis Lakes 
5. Ferris' Farm 
6. Vicksburg and Jackson Airports 
7. Old Airport, Vicksburg 
8; WES reservation 
9. Various military reservations 
10. Vicksburg-Warren County ar-eas 
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priority. 
Soil Type 

ML to CH 
CH 
CH 
CL, ML 
ML, CL 
ML, CL 
ML, CL 
ML, CL 



Mr. R. R. Philippe 
Mr. p·. F. Carlton 
Mr. J. P. Sale 
Mr. M. v. Kreipke 

Mr. R. A. Liston 

Mr. c. J. Nuttall, Jr. 

Mr. R. c. Kerr 
Mr. Bruce Roeers 

Mr. w. P. Gregory 

*Col John R. Oswalt, Jr. 
*Mr. J. B. Tiffany 
Soi ~J.x_is i_o.n_ 

*Mr. A. A. Maxwell 
Mr. R. G. Ahlvin 

LIST OF A'lvrENDEES 

Visitors -··----

U. S. Army Materiel Cor.-J~and 
U. S. Army Materiel Command 
Office, Chief of Eneineers 
Office, Chief of Research ruld 

Developr.ient, Army Heniearch Office 
U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Co!!Ulland 

Land Loco:notion La.bore.tor-.r 
Wilson, Nuttall, Ra.imond, Ene;ineers, 

Inc. 
Arlington, Vo.. 
Clark Equipment Co., Manager of 

Development Division 
Clark Equipment Co. 

Director 
Technical Director 

Assistant Chief 
Chief, Flexible Pavement Branch 

MC?!Jility and Envir2~ntal Divis_ion 

Mr. w. G. Shockley Chief 
Mr. s. J. Knight Assistant Chief 
Mr. A. A. Rula Chief, Vehicle Studies Branch 
Dr. D. R. Freitae; Chief, Mobility Rese~rch Branch 
Mr. w. E. Grabau Chief, Terrain Analysis Branch 
Mr. E. s. Rush Chief, Soil-Vehicle Studies Section, . 

Vehicle Studies Br&~ch 
Mr. J. K. Stoll Chief, Obstacle-Vehicle Studies Section, 

Vehicle Studies Bra~ch 
Mr. B. G. Stinson Obstacle-Vehicle Studies Section, 

Veh:f.cle Studies Branch 
Mr. A. J. Green Chief, Vehicle Dyne.mies Section, 

Mobility Research Branch 
Mr. J. L. Smith Chief, Mobility Fundar.entals Section, 

Mobility Research Branch 
Mr. B. o. Benn Chief, Data Development Section, 

Mobility Research Branch 

* Attended initial meeting 
" 

Incl l 69071 
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8 1',ebruary: 
0915 

0930 
1000 
1030 

1100 
1150 
1300 

1330 

1415 
11'115 
1515 

1600 

9 Februa12 

0900 
1230 
1330 

1600 

Planning .Conference for Preparing a Field Testing 
Program for Vicksburg Exercise A Vehicles 

Vicksbure, Mississippi 
8-10 February 1967 

General Chairman - Mr. R. R. Philippe 

Purpose of Meeting, Fun dine and 
Official Guidelines 

Resume of Vicksburg Exercise A 

Coffee Break 
Design, Fabrication, and Status of Vehicle 

Test Beds 
Discussion 
Lunch 
A Proposed Basic Plan for Testing 

Vehicle Test Beds 
A Proposed Supplemental Plan for Testing 

Vehicle Test Beds 
Discussion 
Coffee Break 
Assignment of Working Groups to Review, 

Modify, or Develop Acceptable Test Plan 
Adjourn 

Working Groups Convene 
Lunch . 
General Meeting to Coordinate Accomplishments 

of Working Groups 
Adjourn 

10 Februa!X_ 
0900 
1000 

1130 
1200 

Incl 2 

Working Groups Convene 
Assembly of Working Groups to Agree 

on Plan of Tests 
Summary 
Adjourn 

R. R. Philippe 
W. G. Shockley 

Representative, 
Clark Equip. Co. 

A. A. Rula 

B. G. Stinson 

R. R. Philippe 



Phase I: 

The objective of Pho.se I is to establish the relation between soil 

strength and carr:o deli very (in ton-miles/hr) for the entire spectrum of 
: 

soil strcnc;ths, from the imr:10M li zat ion ~oint of ee.ch test bed Ei.nd test 

vehicle to a hard-surface road. An essential condition is thnt no terrain 

factors other tha.n soil strenr,th will be cons) clered. 

------·-------~~p S~ren~~h ,_ RCI _ --··-----------

Y.chic.~l=-e~-...:V..::C.I~*-· ___ 5 _____ _!.~-- _2_0 ___ 4_o _____ ao_~ ___ 300+ Pavc~e_n_: ____ . __ 

300 ft 
!_est Lane -~~!11~1!~~5-Ll!JJed 

300 ft 400 ft 500 ft 1000 ft 5000 ft 

8x8 
lOxlO 

Tracked 

M35 
XM410 

Mll3 

Number of 
test lanes 
required 

10* 

8* 
14* 

28** 
l'(** 

24** 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

20 

* 
** 

Estimated by WES numeric 
50% of 50-pass VCI (VCI ) 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

30 

[\Mc_ Tes~_Bcd!?. 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

Standard Military Vehicles --·-------'-"---·--
x 
x 
x 

30 

x 
x 
x 

30 

x 
x 
x 

3 

Total number of test lanes 

5000 ft 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

l 

124 

t Five tests are programrn~H for each 
closely similar performance values, 

vehicle; however, if three tests yield 
three tests vill be accepted as adequate 

Incl 3 
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Considerations: 

1. All vehicles wilJ be loaded to rate>d weight. 

2. All test lanes wHl be on fine-t;ro.ined (preferably clay) soils. 

3. All test lanes will be smooth, horl.zontal, a.nd with RC! values 

as uniform as possible. 

li. ·'l.'est design is pre1r.ised on essenth~lly uniform soil strencth with 

depth. 

5. All tests will be conducted with the vehicle startine from a dead. 

sto:p. Each mo.chine will be accelerated at rnaxir.ur1 rate to the maxi1aum 

sustainable speed; this speed will be mn.intn:ined throuc;h a fixed distance; 

at the conclusion of the constant-speed run, the power train will be 

discnga3ed and the vehicle perl'llitted to roll to a stop. 

6. Vehicles will be instrwnentcd to continuously record drive·-linc 

torque, distance traveled by vehicle, distance traveled by fixed po:i.nt on 

periphery of wheel or tre.ck, time, longi tudinul and vertical acceleration 

in driver's cornpartr:ient, nnd eue;ine rpm. 

7. Ench test lane will be described prior to tcstinc by an appropriate 

array of ncI, shear stress, ruid nori:ial stress relatio:is. Soil ad.11esion and 

stress-strain properties of the soil at the normal stress imposed by the 

vehicle will be r:iensured. Soil samples will be ta!:en for laboratory analysis. 

8. Post-·test data will include detailed profiles of each track. 

2 



Phase II: 

The objectives of Pha::;t- II arc to esta.blir.h the cnr;ineerfog per-

formancc characteristics of the test beds and test vehicles, in con-

ju.11ction with Phase I over the full strength rwige of soils, and to 

determine essentin.l terrain-vehicle relations, includine acceleration and 

deceleration, maneuverability, drnwbar slip relations, motion resistrulce, 

and VCI on soft soil conditions. 

Vehicle _______ s_o_il Strenr~l}_, RCI _ ---------------

10-15 

8x8 10 x 

lOxlO 8 x 
Tracked lit x 

M35 . 

Mll3 (2-1/2-ton load) 

Nu."tlber of test 
lanes required 

20 40 80 300+ Pavement 

AMC !_est Beds 

x x 

x x 
x x 

Stand~rd Milj._tnrY.__Ve~icles_ 

x x 
x x 
x x 

6 1 

.Total number of test lanes 
required 10 

* F.ive tests are progranuned for each vehicle; however, if three tests yield 
closely similar performance values, three tests will be accepted as adequate. 

3 
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Co11sider;.".ti0:1s: 

l. ~e3t areas will consist of srnootil, horizontal surfaces exhibitin8 

HCI value.3 as uniform us possi'!.Jle. 

2. Soils will be finc-c;rc..ined. 

3. Ve~1iclc:s will be tested nt full reo.ted load. 

11. !'~a.ch vehicle or test ·oec will be tested e.t a spectrum of speeds, 

fro::t a minimu:n of 2 rnp!'l to a maxinum of 30 nph or t!-1e maxir.1Um sustainable 

speed, whichever is less. 

5. The test machine will enter t~e test area at prescribed speed, and 

at a given point will be turned. at the mnx:ir.m1:1 steering re~ponse rate unless 

skid.dint; occurs, at which point the steerins anr;le will be red.ucc.:d sufficiently 

to avoid skici.din13. 

6. Tne soil conc1itions in each test lene will be adequately characterized 

by r:1ee.surerr.ents of cone index, re:nolding index, encl sheargro.ph c'!.ata consistint; 

of shear stress at the normal stre!:>s equal to the vehicle contact pressure 

' and adliesion. :Julk soil samples will be ootained a.t each test locatio!'l for 

the determination of Atterberi; limits and grain size analysis for soil ·cla.ssi-· 

fication purvoses. 

7. Post·-test data will include planir1etric mr,ps of wheel tracks E'.nd 

swept areas. Detailed profiles of each wheel or track rut will be taken. 



Drawbar Pull, Slip, Motion Resistance Tests 

(100- to ?00-ft-long test lanes required) 

Vehicle VCI1 

8x8 10-l<· 

lOxlO 8·X 
Tracked 14·x· 

M35 
XM410 

Mll3 

Number of test 
lanes required 

10-15 20 

AMC 

x 
x 
x 

Standard 

3 

So:i.l Strength 2 RCI 
4o 80 120 300+ 

'!'est Beds 

x x 
x x 
x x 

Military Vehicles 

x 
x 
x 

6 

x 
x 
x 

6 

x 
x 
x 

3 

Pavement 

Total nwnber of lanes 18 
* Estimnted by WES numeric 

Considerations: 

1. '!'est lanes will be smooth, horizontal, an<'! characterized by RCI 

values as unifonn as posslble. 

2. Soils will be fine grained. 

3. Vehicles will be tested at full rated load. 

4. Vebicle track or wheel speed will be maintained at approximately 

2 mph. 

5. Test instrumentation will consist of drive-line torque, distance 

traveled by vehicle, dri ve··shaft revolutions, time, distance traveled by 

fixed point on perimeter of 1."heel or track, longitudinal E<.cceleration, 

and drawbar pull {for drawbar-pull tests only) . 

5 



5. Soil conditions fo each test la."le will be uclequn.tely c!1a.ro.cterized 

by meo.surernents of cone index, remolclinG in de;{, and shearBraph date. consi stine 

of s!icar st.ress at the norm~l stress equal to the vehicle contact pres~ure 

and acihesion. Bull~ soil samples will be obtaine::d at each test location for 

the detcrmi.ne.tion of At.terbert; limits ?nd grain-size analysis for soil classi-

fication purposes. 

6. Dro.vba.r-pull tests w:i.11 be conducted accorclillG to stanchrd prr:.ctices. 

6 
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Towed Motion Resistance Tests 
(100-ft long test course required) 

Soil Strength, RCI 
Vehicle 10-15 20 ho 80 120 300+ Pavement 

AMC Test Beds 

8x8 10* x x x 
lOxlO 8·><· x x x 
Tracked 14* x x x 

Standard Military V~hicles 

M35 
XM410 
Mll3 

Number of test 
lanes required 

* Estimated from wgs numeric 

Considerations: 

x 
x 
x 

3 6 

x x 
x x 
x x 

6 3 
Total number of test lanes 18 

1. Test lanes will be as discussed for c1rawbo.r-pull tests. 

2. Test-lane soils data will be tf'J:en as dcscri bed for maneuver tests. 

~· Continuous rJeasurements of distance traveled by the vehicle, time, 

drive-shaft revolutions, wheel or track speed, and towinc force will be 

obtained. · 

4. Test speeds will be maintained at 2 mph for all tests. 

5. Post-·test C.ata will include detai.led profiles of each wheel or 

track rut. 

7 
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Vehicle Cone Index Tests - -
(100-ft-lone; test lanes required) 

Soil 
Test Range 

Vehicle VCI1 VCI50 VCI 1 vc150 

AMC Test Beds 

8x8 10* .25 20-30 5-10 
lOxlO 8-><- 25 20-30 5-10 
Tracked 14* 25 20-30 5-10 

Military Vehicles 

M35 28H- 57 25-35 50-60 
XM410 17** 34 15-25 30-l-1-0 
Mll3 ·24-X--l<- 48 20-30 45-55 

Total number of tests 

* Determined from WFS numeric 
** 50 percent vc1 50 

Considerations: 

Strength 
No. of Lnnes 
VCI1 VCI50 -

4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

4 4 
4 4 
4 4 

24 24 

1. Test lanes will be snooth, horizontal, and characterized by RCI 

values es uniforn as possible. 

2. Soils will be fine grained. 

3. Vehicle$ will be tested at full rated load. 

h. Vehicle track or wheel speed will be maintained at approxir.iately 

2 mph. 

5. 'l'est instrur.ientation will consist of drive·-line torque and dist(tnCe 

traveled l>y fixed point on perir.:eter of wheel or track. 

8 
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6. The noil conditions in each test lane will be e:lt>quately cl1f:.re.cterizcd 

by mcnsurer:ents of cor1c index, rer·:ol dine index, ar.a. !';hear[,raph dt?.to. consist inc 

of shear stress a.t the norrm.l stre!;s equal to the veniclc contact pressure, 

and udhesion. BuH. soil sumples will be ootaincc for le.lJOrntorJ analJ·sis. 

9 
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Phase III: 

The objectives of Phase III are to refine or improve those terrain-

vehicle relations which can be predicted or described with the least 

reliability by the existing cross-country speed performance model, with 

special emphasis on the dynamic responses of the machines to vertical 

obstacles (i.e., ground roughness), and soil slipperiness-traction relations. 

An ancillary objective is to update the cross-country speed prediction model. 

Vertical Obstacles 

Tests will be performed on a prepared course designed to provide 

empirical relations which can be used to evaluate immediately the test 

vehicles on a comparative basis as well as to furnish a precise record of 

the time displacement history of the axle from which analytical refinements 

may be made to the existing model for predicting dynamic response, speed, 

and energy requirements. 

The approach proposed for the general objective of the study of vehicle 

performance in vertical obstacles is divided into three stages, each of the 

latter a logical outgrowth of its predecessor. Stage I will consist of 

conducting tests and deriving empirical relations. The empirical relations 

are those o~ (a) maxima of longitudinal and vertical acceleration versus 

speed for various ranges of obstacle severity and (b) work (lb-ft) versus 

vehicle speed at contact with obstacle for various ranges of obstacle 

severity. 

10 



Tentative Schedule for Vertical Obstacle Tests - Stage I 

Obstacle Approach Obstacle 
Obstacle Shane* Anele (Acute) Height 

Vehicle Trapezoidal Circular Deg. in. 

D"..i_naml c Tests ( >2 mph)_ 

M35Al x NA 8,10,12,16 

x 20,30,45,90 8,10,12,16 

Ml.13 x NA 8,10,12,16 

x 20,30,45,90 8,10,12,16 

XM4J.O x NA 4,8,10,12,16 

8x8 Wheeled x 20,30,45,90 4,8,10,12,16 
Concept 

x NA 4,8,10,12,16 

lOxlO Wheeled x 20,30,45,90 4,8,10,12,16 
Concept 

x NA 4,8,10,12,16 

x 20,30,45,90 4,8,10,12,16 

Tracked x NA 4,8,10,12,16 
Concept 

x 20,30,45,90 4 ,8 ,10 ,12 ,16· 

Static Tests (<2 mph) 

M35Al x NA 18,20,22 

x Variable between Variable from 
38 and 31 min. to 90 

Mll3 x NA 20,24,26,28 

x Variable between Variable from 
69 and 31 80 to min. 

11 
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Tentative Schedule for Vertical Obstacle Tests - Stage I {Cont'd) 

Obstacle Approach Obstacle 
Obstacle Sha:ee* Angle {Acute) Height 

Vehicle Tra:eezoi dal_ Circular Deg. in. 

XM410 x NA 

x Variable between Variable from 
!i8 and 31 100 to min. 

8x8 Wheeled x NA 20,22 
Concept 

x Variable between Variable between 
90 and 35 100 and min. 

lOxlO Wheeled x NA ~Undercarriage 
Concept Clearance 

x Variable between Variable between 
67 and 35 100 and min. 

Tracked x NA 16,18,24,32,38 
Concept 

x Variable between Variable between 
75 and 35 100 and min. 

* Previous testing by WES using shapes ranging from circular to polygonal 
vith approach angles of 30, 45, and 90 degrees has indicated obstacle 
shape did not significantly influence the dynamic response of several 
conventional military vehicles. Provided this holds true for the above-
listed ve~icles in early tests, the trapezoidal shapes vill be eliminated 
in subsequent tests. 

12 
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Considerations: 

1. The most precise means available for measuring time displacement 

of the axles and body center of gravity and accelerations on the vehicle 

will be implemented. 

2. Considerable care will be exercised in determining the physical 

properties of each test vehicle which are required as input to the mathematical 

model. 

3. Tests will be conducted with vehicles loaded to their rated capacities. 

4. A trained driver will be used in conduct of tests. 

5. The obstacle geometry and spacinG will be precisely measured and 

described in a format acceptable for computer analysis. 

6. The level surface on which the obstacles are placed should be dry 

and firm enough to prevent rutting or transient deformation. The exact 

condition of the traction surface will be quantitatively described for 

the purpose of predicting the maximum tractive force required to surmount 

the obstacles. 

7. Obstacles should be securely anchored to give them complete rigidity. 

8. At least two and preferably three repetitions will be completed 

for each vehicle and obstacle geometry test condition. 

Stage II will consist of linking together the existing FMC mathematical 

model for predicting dynamic response on hard, irregular surfaces and the 

WES technique for modeling the dynamic performance of tires. These two 

prediction models will be used to predict vehicle response to the obstacles 

used in the tests in Stage I. The final stage (Stage III) in the development 
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of a realistic model for predicting vehicle performance over .vertical 

obstacles in the cross-country context requires thnt ~he part of the 

model representing the terrain be refined to include the effects of 

deformable obstacles--for the most part, soil. The spring and damping 

properties of the soil can be empirically determined by a series of vehicle 

tests on deformable obstacles using the mathematical model developed in 

Stage II for control. From this series of tests the empirical values 

obtained should be related to measured soil properties. 

Performance Evaluation in Lateral Obstacles 

The principal purpose for conducting the lateral obstacle tests is 

to evaluate and compare by quantitative methods the speed at which the 

test beds and three military vehicles of similar configuration and payload 

capacity can maneuver through various spacings of lateral obstacles. A 

secondary purpose is to compare test results with performance curves of 

speed versus mean obstacle spacing computed by analytical methods. 
' 

Schedule of Lateral Obstacle Tests 

Soil Mass Average 
No. of Strength Obstacle No. of Tests Total No. 

Vehicles* {CI) SEacin6_ ;eer Vehicle of Tests 
>100 for 15 ft 2 12 

6 0- to 6-in. 25 ft 2 12 
Layer 40 ft 2 12 

Total number of tests required 36 
* Test vehicles: M35, XMlilO, ?·Il.13, 8x8 wheeled test bed, 

lOxlO wheeled test bed, and tracked test bed. 
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Considerations: 

1. Vehicles will be tested at the rated load capacity. 

2. Three test sites approximately 200 by 500 ft will be selected, 

each with a specific obstacle spacing and a smooth, level ground surface. 

~. Soil strensth will not be considered as a variable. 

4. A trained driver will be used in the conduct of tests. He will be 

instructed to drive at a safe maximum speed. 

5. Adequate data will be taken to describe the test courses in terms 

of soil properties, surface irregularities, and obstacle spacing. 

6. Understory vegetation will be cleared to eliminate visibility as 

o. factor. 

7. During test runs, d.ri ve-line torque, drive shaft revolutions, 

wheel or track speed, time, and ground position reference pips will be 

recorded. 

ferformence Evaluation in Longitudinal Obstacles 

Previous testing by WES has resulted in an adequate definition of 

maximum horizontal pushbar force, i.e. longitudinal force required to 

override vegetation as a function of stem diameter and pushbar height 

(see fig. 1). A detailed explanation of the derivation of these relations 

is given in "An Analytical Model for Predicting Cross-Country Vehicle 

PerforJDODce, Appendix B: Vehicle Performance in Lateral and Longitudinal 

Obstacles" (unpublished). 

From fig. 1 it may be seen that the lines defining maximum horizontal 

pushbar force for 20-in. pushbar height and 38-in. pushbar height are 
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Stem Diameter (in.) 

Fig. 1. Stcut Dj ?:-.etcr Versus Ma.ximum Horizontal Pushbnr 
F:,,r ;c for Speeds. Greater than l· t·!H<.:s i't. Hour 
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parallel and the two equations may be combined into a general equation 

for any pushbar height within the 20- to 38-in. range as follows: 

Fh = [30 - 0.5 (Hp - 20)) d3 •31 

wherein: 

Fh = maximum horizontal pushbar force, lb 

H = pushbar height, in. p 
d = stem diameter, in. 

With this relation well established there appears little to gain by 

conducting tree override tests with the prototype vehicles; however, there 

are two limits which are not included in the formula that must be established. 

The first of these is the structural stress limit of the vehicle, 

or more specifically, the maximum dynamic force the leading edge of the 

vehicle can sustain without damage. This force, to be supplied by the 

manufacturer, can be inserted along with the height of the leading edge into 

the general equation and the equation solved for the maximum stem die.meter 

that may be overridden. 

The other limit is the impact the driver can tolerate. Experience 

has shown that the tolerable limit of acceleration in a longitudinal 

direction for the driver is in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 g. By restating 

the general equation in terms of acceleration, the stem diameter that 

forms the driver's limit is found. 

[30 - 0.5(H - 20)) d3•31 
a= w 
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wherein: 

a= acceleration, g 

w = weight of vehicle, lb 

Subject to these limitations, the equation describes force required to 

override a longitudinal obstacle at speeds greater than 4 mph. 

Effects of Wet-Surface Soil Condition 
on Traction Performance 

Both laboratory and field tests have demonstrated that a thin film of 

water or weak soil over a relatively firm soil will reduce drastically the 

maximum drawbar-pull capabilities of vehicles. Recent testing has placed 

emphasis on the development of a suitable meons for measuring the soil 

~roperties that can be related to surface-traction performance. 

Tne purpose of these tests is.to determine effects of surface soil 

layers with low shear strength overlying firm soils on traction performance 

of each vehicle. 

Tractive force-slip and drawbar pull-slip tests will be performed on 

firm, natural soil conditions, first on a relatively dry surface 

and next on the same surface after wetting. Each of the six vehicles 

will be tested on two soil types {silt and clay) at three different strengths 

each. A minimum of six tests per vehicle will be required. 
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Schedule of Tests 

No. of 
Soil Shear Constant 

No. of Soil Strength** Velocity 
Vehicles* _'.l'n>e ·- {psi) 3 ft/sec 

6 Clay (CH) Firm, dry, natural 6 
soil surface 

li-5 6 

1-2 6 

Silt Firm, drJ, natural 6 
(ML-CL) soil surface 

li-5 6 

1-2 6 

Totals 36 

* M35Al, XMlilO, Mll3, 8x8 wheeled test bed, 
lOxlO wheeled test bed, and tracked test bed 

** As expressed in the Coulomb equation, 
S = C + P tan I> 

*** These tests will be conducted only if time 
and money are available. 

Considerations: 

Tests 
Acceleration 

Zero to 
~!ax. Velocity*** 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

36 

l. Vehicles will be tested at their rated load capacity. 
-2. Test sites are to be selected on smooth, level areas barren of 

vegetation. 

3. Test lanes should be 100 to 200 ft in length for the constant speed 

tests and 1000 tt in length for the acceleration tests. 

Ii. Drive-line torque, drawbar pull, drive shaft revolutions, wheel or 

track speed, distance, longitudinal acceleration, and time will be measured 

during the conduct of the tests. 
19 



5. Soil shear strength vill be measured with the cone penetromcter 

and Cohron sheargraph in each wheel or track path prior to testing. 

6. Moisture content samples of the ncar~surface layer vill be taken. 

7. Bulk samples vill be taken for grain-size analysis and determi~ation 

of Atterberg limits. 

8. The tests require an experienced vehicle test driver. 

20 
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Phase IV: 

'l'he objective of Phase IV is to test the cap1bility of the updated 

cross-·country speed prediction model to reliably predict the cross-country 

speed performance of the test beds and test vehicles. This pha::;e will 

incorpornte an evaluation of the possible degradation of prediction 

accuracy as a result of terrain input derived by air-photo interpretation 

as opposed to field measurel'lent of ap1)ropri ate terrain parameters. 

This phase of the prcbJ cm was not given ony special consideration 

because the inputs froM the other three phase:; are required before reliable 

test procedures can be established. 

21 
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ES'l'IMA'l'lm COSTS 

Testing and 
Phase Data Collection Instrumentation 

I WES $ 80,000 $15,000 
LLL 13,000 5,000 

II WES 85,000 10,000 
LLL 25,000 5,000 

III WES 112,000 0 
LLL 15,000 0 

IV WES 30,000 . 0 
LLL 15,000 0 

Subtotal $375,000 $35,000 

*In-house funds to be used. 

22 

Data 
Analysis 

$ 5,000 
2,000 

20,000 
10,000 

* 
* 
* 
* 

$37,000 

Total 
$100,000 

20,000 
115,000 
40,000 

112,000 
15,000 
30,000 
15,000 

$4li7 ,ooo 
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'Part I 

Part II 

Part III 

Part IV 
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